
3 bedroom Apartment for sale in Torrevieja, Alicante

!! UNIQUE EXCLUSIVE LUXURY PROJECT IN LA MANGA!!Miami Towers Spain is a unique project that combines an
exclusive design, an unbeatable location and concept of luxuriousness. Maximum care has been taken with the
towers, down to the very last detail, to ensure the exclusivity of their apartments and this is owing to the determined
commitment to its architecture as well as the interior and general design.The complex stands out for the multitude of
high-end services it offers its residents,such as the reception, the Beach Club with three pool areas–an infinity,
children’s and a heated pool.Spacious communal zones are equipped with hammock areas and abundant tropical
gardens, conveying a pleasant sensation of exuberant nature.Each property has been conceived as a premium
residence with paradisiacal views of the sea from every room in the property, from the bedrooms to the terraces,
living room and kitchen. They have also been furnished using exclusive materials and national furniture design
companies, ensuring that a sense of luxury is felt in every corner of every room.The comfortable facilities and elegant,
private terraces will allow you to enjoy an intense feeling of well-being 24 hours a day. The three buildings are each ten
stories high and will house a total of 117 apartments, each consisting of three bedrooms and two bathrooms, with a
garage space and an underground storage unit. Ground floor homes and penthouses benefit from private swimming
pools. With each apartment having a floor space of approximately 120 m2 and a 25 m2 terrace, Miami Towers Spain
proposes an exclusive residence, which will be completed in 2025 and in which design, luxury and an exceptional
landscape harmonise.Miami Towers Spain has an excellent,well-connected road infrastructure that allows you to
reach the airports of Murcia and Alicante in 20 and 70 minutes, respectively. The area of La Manga del Menor benefits
from one of the healthiest climates in Europe with a subtropical Mediterranean climate.Prices from 469 000€
(+IVA)Penthouses (800 000€ + IVA) have their own private pool!!CONTACT US TODAY FOR ALL INFORMATION!!

  3 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   120m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   Garden   En suite Bathroom
  Kitchen appliances   Aircondition, Split system   Pool, Communal
  Elevator

469,000€
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